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Patrick Alexander (CCNY, NYU, Oxford Brookes, Oxford) *

 Imagining The Future In London And New York City:
 The Aspirations And Imagined Futures Of High School Seniors

Margarett Alexandre, York College
 Curriculum Development And Service Learning To Bring Theory Into Practice

Steven Baumann, Hunter College
 Hybrid FNP Education In Haiti: An International Collaboration Model

Derek Andrew Bruzewicz, Queensborough CC ** (2 documents)
 Global/Diversity Learning In Chemistry:
 Measuring Students' Awareness, Engagement, And Transformation

Lia Dikigoropoulou, NYC College of Technology*
 Study Abroad- Belize- Architectural Technology Students Design And Built

Hugo Fernandez, LaGuardia CC*
 LaGuardia/Chile Study Abroad Program

Caroline Hellman, NYC College of Technology*
 Title to be announced.

Mary Nilles, NYC College of Technology*
 Title to be announced.

M. Aaron Owen, Queens College*
 The Small Indian Mongoose:
 A Locally Protected Yet Internationally Persecuted Invasive Species.

Meghmala Taraafdar, Queensborough CC*
 Teaching Expository Writing In India: My Fulbright Experience

Jamar Whaley, Queens College*
 Title to be announced.

Naomi Greenberg, LaGuardia CC*
 Title to be announced.

Robert Dottin, Hunter College*
 Africa:
 Collaboration in Bioinformatics with Nigeria H3 Africa Project via Videoconferencing